
 
 
 

 

 
 
Farmer: David Omar Muñoz Ulloa 
Farm Name: Nueva Esperanza 
Location: El Cielito 
Region: Santa Barbara 
Altitude: 1570-1670 masl 
Farm Size: 2.8 Hectares 
Variety: Pacas 
Process: Washed 
 
David planted his farm in 2008, based on all he'd learned about the benefits of producing specialty coffee. He 
learned about the specialty coffee movement in Santa Barbara coffee production because of the growth of this 
market in the region, as well as through his work as an employee at Exportadora San Vicente, the only coffee 
exporter in the area. As part of his work at San Vicente, David has a hand in managing most of the 
production of the high quality coffees coming out of the Santa Barbara mountain ridge.  
 
The Pacas varietal has been planted on David's farm because it is a variety he knows and likes and it is also 
one that has developed a good quality reputation for in the Santa Barbara area.  
 
Background to Santa Barbara 
 
The villages Cielito, Cedral and Las Flores follow one after another along the mountain range in Santa 
Barbara. Grown on this hillside is mostly Pacas, a coffee species akin to Bourbon, as well as Yellow Catuaí 
and Pacamara. It is challenging to process coffee cherries in areas like these, which are close to the jungle 
and thus, to rain. The drying process, in particular, is especially demanding. But when these processes are 
precisely controlled, seemingly problematic factors (like drying under challenging conditions) are what make 
coffee from this area particularly interesting. The coffee produced here cups with flavour attributes not found 
anywhere else in Central America. 
 
Since 2005, the region, Santa Barbara, and the small producers living and working there, have shared the 
distinction as the place and the people producing exceptional coffee within Honduras. Our work and the 
beginning of the on-going relationships we’ve since established here began during the 2005 Cup of Excellence. 



We came to realize that there are exceptional producers from this small area. And since that inaugural year, 
we have purchased from over twenty different Santa Barbara producers. 
Located in the village of Pena Blanca is coffee exporter San Vicente – the company that coordinates the coffee 
we buy from Santa Barbara. Over the past several years, one particular hillside has become the largest 
supplier of CoE winners in Honduras. The most successful farms with the smartest and most innovative 
farmers are neighbours on this hillside and they help each other to refine the best of their lots. 
There exists an eagerness here; a willingness, motivation and ambition to produce the best coffee in the 
country. But there are also large differences amongst the farmers and our purpose is to be close to this 
special coffee community and get to know the most ambitious of the farmers here; the ones we can develop 
something with. In order to build relationships – that allow both parties to have a common understanding of 
quality coffee – there must be frequent and long-term presence. 
 
To produce coffee that tastes fruity is not very complicated. But to produce coffee that is clean, clear, fresh 
and fruity – that’s an art. One of the biggest assumptions within specialty coffee is that coffee from high-
altitude areas naturally exhibits these characteristics. But high elevation can lead to potential problems, even 
in tropical climates.  
 
In the highest areas of Santa Barbara, up to and over 1800 meters, producers can experience “freezing”: the 
combination of temperatures between 4-5C and rainfall that combine to cause cherries to not ripen and 
leaves to die on the bush. These conditions create a cold and humid climate, which is hazardous for 
processing and requires steady and reliable drying conditions for coffee so quality will not deteriorate. These 
natural conditions, of course, cannot be evaded. But clever and prescient coffee farmers, like the ones we 
collaborate with, invest in drying systems that minimize the risks associated with weather. 
 


